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ABSTRACT
With an increasing amount of diverse heterogeneous data
and information, the methodology of multimedia analysis
has become increasingly relevant in solving challenging soci-
etal problems such as managing emergency situations during
disasters. Using cybernetic principles combined with multi-
media technology, researchers can develop effective frame-
works for using diverse multimedia (including traditional
multimedia as well as diverse multimodal) data for situa-
tion recognition, and determining and communicating ap-
propriate actions to people stranded during disasters. We
present known issues in disaster management and then focus
on emergency situations. We show that an emergency man-
agement problem is fundamentally a multimedia informa-
tion assimilation problem for situation recognition and for
connecting people’s needs to available resources effectively,
efficiently, and promptly. Major research challenges for man-
aging emergency situations are identified and discussed. We
also present a platform to assimilate heterogeneous data
streams for intelligently detecting evolving environmental
situations, and discuss the role of multimedia micro-reports
as spontaneous participatory sensing data streams in emer-
gency responses. Given enormous progress in concept recog-
nition using machine learning in the last few years, situation
recognition may be the next major challenge for learning
approaches in multimedia contextual big data. The data
needed for developing such approaches is now easily avail-
able on the Web and many challenging research problems
in this area are ripe for exploration in order to positively
impact our society during its most difficult times.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Disasters happen. And Disasters will always happen. We

have to be ready for them, respond to them efficiently, ef-
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fectively, and promptly, and then manage their long term
consequences. Disasters such as floods, earthquakes, land-
slides, forest fires, tsunamis, hurricanes, terrorist bombings,
Zika or similar epidemics, global warming, and air quality
crisis cause huge damage in both human lives and property
across the globe. Furthermore, a disaster sometimes reaches
the stage when it becomes an emergency. During an emer-
gency, lives are lost and property may be damaged. The
right information, at the right time, at the right place, and
to the right people minimizes the loss of life, property, and
misery.

In this paper, we propose the use of multimedia for pre-
dicting emerging disastrous situations, identifying people’s
needs during disasters, and helping them during disasters.
We believe that multimedia computing and communication
systems have a pivotal role to play in disaster preparedness,
help during disasters, and then in recovery afterward. Mul-
timedia computing has evolved from basic audio and video
applications in business and entertainment to using infor-
mation from different multimodal sources for understanding
and helping people and organizations. Researchers started
paying attention to situation recognition and appropriate ac-
tions to help people in different novel applications [32]. Dis-
aster management may benefit significantly from multimedia
(including multimodal) information. More importantly, for
the emerging broader multimedia community, disaster man-
agement in general and emergency response in particular
may be a transformative research area.

Researchers from environmental science, social science,
public health, computer science, and various disciplines put
a lot of effort into better predicting the space, time, and
severity of disasters for improving response and mitigation.
Governments, NGOs, and other organizations concentrate
on disaster management, appropriate information sharing
and communication, analysis of citizens’ needs, and disaster
recovery planning. Large volumes of diverse data are being
collected regularly by sensors, IoTs, social media, govern-
mental reports, and citizen reports. The data is essentially
multimedia big data, because of the volume, variety, and
velocity [19].

We believe that people are the best sensors, people are the
best responders, and people are the best actuators. Our ap-
proach to using multimedia for emergency response is based
on using people equipped with mobile phones connected to
multimedia disaster management systems, both for collect-
ing real time in-situ information and receiving instructions
for action at the right place. In this approach, multimedia
data resulting in timely actionable information is the key.
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In 2011, Thailand witnessed its worst flooding in
more than half a century, causing severe damage to
the country’s economy, industrial sector, and society.
Two-thirds of the country was declared as a disas-
ter zone. This flood started in June and lasted until
December. More than 4 million households and 13
million people were affected for over 6 months. The
World Bank ranked it as the world’s fourth costli-
est disaster as of 2011 [1]. People, companies, and
disaster relief agencies could not make proper deci-
sions in time because they received little informa-
tion from authorities and any other sources. Even
though there were lots of international movements,
the aid was slow in reaching affected people because
of the communication deficiencies. There was no
good mechanism to identify where the needs were
and where affected people were.

In this paper, we will use floods as a running example for
emergency situations because of their common occurrence
and disruptive effect on societies. Most issues discussed for
floods are easily generalizable and adaptable to other emer-
gency situations. We will discuss in more detail our multi-
modal approach that we apply to the Thai flood example in
the above box.

A multimedia community has already developed power-
ful tools for personal media management, commerce, and
entertainment. These were good research areas for early
multimedia because the problems were not life critical, time
sensitive, or inherently complex, but sill required intricate
relationships among many heterogeneous media types. The
multimedia community is now ready for new challenges.
In this paper, we present research challenges in develop-
ing multimedia systems for predicting situations, project-
ing needed resources and its dissemination through people
at the scene of disasters. Our goal is to introduce emer-
gency responses to the multimedia community as the next
challenging frontier for research and development in order
to address life-critical problems our societies face. Many
challenging problems that are central to multimedia com-
puting are central to emergency response, but with different
requirements. Moreover, emergent responses require a gen-
eral framework that could be easily instantiated for specific
applications. Also, though emergency response systems pull
together many components, the research is well compart-
mentalized in many sub areas. It is easy to explore and
evaluate subsystems using easily available past data. We ex-
plicitly list ten challenges for the multimedia research com-
munity.

We demonstrate our early ideas for building a multime-
dia emergency response as a Cyber-Physical-Social multi-
media computing system. This system uses the EventShop
platform [32], which allows heterogeneous geospatial data
stream integration and assimilation for situation recogni-
tion by combining diverse data sources. In the proposed
framework, disaster situation awareness can be enhanced
using diverse data streams from sensors, IoTs, social media,
and citizen reports. Improved situational awareness allows
for applying contextually sensitive control actions. Partic-
ipatory citizen reporting using micro-reports from emerg-
ing systems like Krumbs1 provides a straightforward and

1www.krumbs.net

Figure 1: Three stages in the disaster management. Plan-
ning and recovery have different level of urgency than re-
sponse.

effective way to report situations without citizens having to
identify potential contacts for report sharing. This type of
reporting also facilitates information sharing and collabo-
ration between organizations and citizens to maintain and
enhance their communications. We introduce what-if sce-
narios to aid decision makers in understanding the current
and future state of disaster situations.

2. CURRENT DISASTER MANAGEMENT
RESEARCH

The term “Disaster Management” is commonly used to
represent different phases of a disaster: planning, response,
mitigation, and recovery. These phases were identified based
on different operations that needed to be considered for deal-
ing with disasters. From the perspective of multimedia tech-
nology, a disaster management system may comprise three
phases as shown in Figure 1 and as discussed below.

• Planning: Planning includes preparations made to
stop disasters from happening, and to plan response
and rescue when they do happen. For example, evacu-
ation plans in disasters are made and life supply neces-
sities, such as food and water, are stocked. An impor-
tant part of the planning is to send proper guidance to
people during the disaster response stage. This guid-
ance must be prepared such that it is delivered to peo-
ple using the right media at the right time. During a
flood, the system should inform and warn people be-
fore the flood hits them using their phones as well as
public broadcast systems.

• Response: This is the most catastrophic stage, usu-
ally called emergency. In emergency response, actions
are taken to save lives and prevent further damages. It
puts prepared plans into action. Life saving responses
usually require timely action. People should have ac-
cess to the latest information in their vicinity. The
best mechanism today is a dashboard on their smart-
phone that gives flood situations, road conditions, shel-
ters, food availability, and even their friend and fam-
ily situation. All this information should be prepared
using various multimodal data sources including peo-
ple reports. This may be one of the most challeng-
ing areas for multimedia, where semantics of differ-
ent data streams, multi-granularity, and uncertainty
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of data must be overcome to build current and predic-
tive situation maps. This phase is the main theme of
this paper.

• Recovery: Recovery includes actions taken to get
back to normal or safe situations after disasters. It may
require months until public facilities such as roads,
schools and hospitals can function well. Recovery of
human health conditions may take even longer. Dur-
ing this phase, the system has to assimilate informa-
tion from sensors as well as from people about the state
of the infrastructure that needs to be rebuilt or is be-
ing rebuilt. More importantly, information about both
the material and emotional impact on people needs to
be managed properly. This will also involve not only
gathering information from various sensors, databases,
and people, but also building current recovery situa-
tion maps that could be used for planning and priori-
tizing future planning, response, and recovery efforts.

Sensor networks, camera networks, and IoTs are increas-
ingly used for collecting data, monitoring, and predicting
natural disasters. Data is continuously used by geospatial
models to predict time and locations of happenings or move-
ments of disasters. There have been a lot of studies focused
on developing more accurate models, and various efforts in
building sensor networks for data collection [18]. The dam-
age of disasters depends on the distance from the disaster
and the potential area. To estimate the damage accurately,
historical data needs to be efficiently stored, mined, and
studied. [23] and [35] propose a tree-based model and use
hydrological data, remote sensing data, meteorological data,
and rainfall data to assess the damage from floods. [8] uses
time series volcano observation data to monitor the state of
volcanoes and predict potential hazards. [26] builds a seis-
mological data warehouse for earthquake prediction. Many
early warning systems have been set up for tsunamis [33]. In
addition, disasters often cause other kinds of disasters, be-
coming multi-hazards. Floods are a multi-hazard example
because they can lead to landslides and spread of diseases.
A single sensor stream for flood is insufficient for detecting
flood levels or diseases. Multiple sensors have to be com-
bined. In this scenario, humidity, water level, wind velocity,
rainfall, landscape, and water quality data are such data
sources and thus can be integrated for flood and successive
hazard responses. Despite the development of both mod-
els and sensor technology, the technology to utilize all these
data sources currently exists in silos. A multimedia system
can help assimilate and communicate this information.

As information sources complementary to the above sen-
sors, social media and sensors in smartphones are becoming
powerful mobile sensors in disaster management. In particu-
lar, Twitter data has been used in various disasters, such as a
hurricane [16], an earthquake [10], a flood [36] and a tsunami
[3]. Another commonly used social media data for disas-
ter management is Foursquare. Foursquare has a ‘check-in’
feature to show where the users are. By aggregating the
occurrences of ‘check-in’, the density of population can be
estimated. When Hurricane Sandy happened, comparisons
of the densities of ‘check-in’ before, during and after dis-
asters showed how the disaster affected the functioning of
different zones in the city [13]. A simple feature in Face-
book now allows people to declare that they are safe during
disasters. In addition, [40] proposes a mobile data comput-

ing framework consisting of data collection, data processing,
and data representation. However, this framework consid-
ers only images and documents from social media and the
web. [21] develops a visual analytics system and multimedia
enabled mobile application for access to relevant disaster sit-
uation information. [39] designs a multimedia-aided disaster
information integration system, which utilizes data mining
techniques to analyze situation reports as well as pictures
and text captured in the fields, and automatically links the
reports directly to relevant multimedia content. However,
all these frameworks limit themselves to social media data,
and thus fail to assess the disaster situation with a compre-
hensive understanding of the environment because they do
not combine this user-generated content with other sensory
information.

Integration of physical sensors and social media is starting
to get attention in disaster management. [25] proposes a
landslide detection system to combine physical and social
information and provide services for citizens. However, there
is a growing consensus that social media provides useful but
insufficient data for accurate event or situation recognition.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF DISASTERS
Disasters have varying magnitude, temporal and spatial

dimensions, and varying social and economic consequences.
They range from predictable to unpredictable, from intense
to diffuse, and from those caused by natural factors to those
caused by humans. A detailed taxonomy of disasters has
been developed [9] and may be useful while developing sys-
tems for dealing with specific disasters. In this section, we
classify disasters based on their technology requirements and
spatio-temporal nature of multimedia information process-
ing.

We categorize disasters into two main categories and il-
lustrate how multimedia can contribute to disaster manage-
ment research in both areas. The first category includes
‘sudden’ natural hazards such as floods, hurricanes, and
earthquakes. The second addresses a slower ‘creeping’ crisis
[6] which builds up gradually, often over many years, and in-
cludes a climate change, global warming, land degradation
and air pollution. For the three stages of disaster manage-
ment, on one hand, a prompt response is more critical for
saving lives during a sudden crisis; on the other hand, the
efficient and effective collection and use of data is more im-
portant for the planning and recovery phases in a creeping
crisis.

3.1 Sudden Impact Disaster
Some disasters happen suddenly and may occur for a lim-

ited time. For these disasters, planning time is short. Their
impact on people is severe and needs time sensitive responses.
We consider these to be sudden impact disasters which lead
to an immediate emergency response situation.

The response to these disasters includes help for find-
ing a safe place, medicine, food, and information about
friends and families. Real-time and prompt decisions are
crucial. For example, during floods people in affected ar-
eas panic about what action they should take: should they
stay home or evacuate to a shelter? In the past, this in-
formation was usually broadcasted to the whole community,
but now we can do better and provide personalized instruc-
tions to an individual or a small group of people using their
smartphones. To help people, data from physical sensors
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(like flood level monitors), and from governmental or other
sources (like available shelters) may be obtained and used.
In cases where the above data sources are not available, peo-
ple in the flooded area themselves can still provide accurate
and rich information including texts, images, and videos for
the benefits of individuals and societies.

The goal of multimedia emergency response platforms should
be not only recognizing the current emergency situation
like flood severity, but also providing actionable information
such as the location of the nearest accessible shelter. In this
case, end users could be flood victims trapped in their homes
or in their cars on flooded roads, or volunteers/organizations
who provide help and resources. In general, the requests are
collected from citizens, and organizations may take actions,
share information, and coordinate with each other through
different communication channels.

3.2 Creeping Disaster: Air Pollution
The other kind of disaster is the one that builds up slowly.

Initially, their effect may not be felt. It is only after some
time that their effect creeps into the life of people.

The planning and recovery stages play the most crucial
roles in the long-term effects of such disasters. We use air
pollution as an example. Air pollution is increasingly be-
coming a serious world-wide problem which attracts a lot of
attention from disparate sectors. This problem is difficult
to solve because of various emission factors, such as mete-
orological phenomena, road networks, traffic flows, point of
interests, land uses, power plants, and emergent events (e.g.,
forest fires). These data are usually stored at multi-agency
databases and in different formats. Governments need pow-
erful tools to effectively handle and process these seemingly
incompatible but often highly correlated streams in order to
create proper emergency plans.

On the other hand, citizens can only rely on sparse situa-
tional reports from a few media sources to accurately assess
air quality information. As a result, both governments and
citizens often make plans and decisions based on incomplete
information. Instead of relying on noisy data from social
media, the governments can benefit from specific participa-
tory citizen reporting, which provides a straightforward and
accurate way for citizens to report situations. Environmen-
tal situations and people’s feelings can be reported using
photos and texts. Given photos of a sky, computer vision
techniques can be employed to compute the haze level [20].

Major challenges in this area are related to accurately
assessing slowly evolving situations, before they become se-
vere. Once the situation becomes a crisis, the response phase
becomes more important, similar to the sudden impact dis-
aster.

4. MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION IN EMER-
GENCY SITUATIONS

Emergency response and situation recognition have always
been a subject of interest to many disciplines and have been
an active area of research. Many aspects of computing tech-
nology have been used in different forms in disaster man-
agement. GISs, databases, mobile computing, and sensor
networks have all play different roles in rescuing people dur-
ing disasters. All these technologies, however, have been
used in isolated manners and in different silos. We believe
that multimedia computing can bring them together for the

Figure 2: Multimedia systems for managing emergency sit-
uations

purpose of building a unified framework for this important
aspect of our society.

An obvious fact needs to be mentioned here, however.
During disasters, many commonly used systems may not
work due to power failures and other breakdowns in essen-
tial services. That is usually a serious problem. A multime-
dia technology used through smartphones is a safer option
than physically connected components. But, if even wireless
networks are not working, then we are back to the worst sit-
uation without help from any technology.

Norbert Wiener introduced the concept of cybernetics in
1948 [38]. Recent progress in sensors, IoTs, social networks,
actuators, and information systems makes his ideas very rel-
evant in today’s societal systems. Given today’s sensors, mo-
bile framework, processing power, and participatory sensing,
real time emergency response systems can now be designed
using cybernetics.

Cybernetic principles - building models, measuring pa-
rameters, estimating states, and controlling the system -
may play a key role in addressing problems at a societal
level in many complex applications. We have diverse sen-
sors that are inexpensive and already being used to collect
observation streams at diverse locations. This motivated
us [17] to explore solutions for critical problems in societal
systems.

Situation recognition is crucial for closing the loop by
sending an actuation or actionable information to match ap-
propriate needs and resources. A basic architecture for an
emergency response system is shown in Figure 2. These sys-
tems have the following major components: emergency sit-
uation recognition, determining resource locations, personal
needs determination, and taking action to match needs and
resources. For designing emergency response systems, we
must use all available sensors, and all data and information
sources.

In the following, we first discuss challenging research is-
sues and then present some approaches to address them,
including a prototype system. We must mention that what
we present is an early prototype. The field of emergency
situation recognition and appropriate response using mul-
timedia information needs serious research in all the issues,
and possibly many more, mentioned in the following section.
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5. RESEARCH CHALLENGES
In this section, we address ten essential research challenges

in building multimedia systems to manage emergency situa-
tions. Our goal is to inspire and provide high-level guidance
to researchers in a multimedia community. We also aim to
build a multimedia emergency response community. Each
of these challenges is really a well defined research area that
will evolve as the requirements are better identified in the
process of building complete emergency response systems.
These multimedia research problems could be addressed by
researchers as independent research problems. Of course,
some researchers may build complete systems by combining
several of these.

1 Data Identification: In dealing with emergency re-
sponse, the first question that one faces is: how to
gather all related data to evaluate and assess this emer-
gency situation? In the last few years, access to public
data from both governmental sources, such as NASA,
as well as non-governmental sources, such as Google,
has become much easier. Many emerging applications
and social media systems also make their data pub-
licly available through APIs. As shown in Section (6),
it is possible to build a very useful application by us-
ing data streams available on the Web from popular
sources. Of course, it will be very useful to provide an
environment to discover relevant data sources of dif-
ferent media types and to do research for assessing the
quality of data sources so that appropriate sources can
be selected at relevant locations. The research chal-
lenge is to define a measure for the quality of data
sources in the context of specific types of emergencies.

2 Data Processing: Increasingly, data is heterogeneous
streams. Data is collected by sensors with geo-spatial
attributes and meta-data. People with their smart-
phones are smart sensors. The values obtained directly
from sensors may range from measured facts(i.e. traf-
fic flow) to reporting by people. The challenge is to
deal with these values taken from disparate sensors
and reconstruct the state by mapping sensors to at-
tributes that are relevant in the context of comput-
ing the particular situation. A system needs to deal
with the synthesis of spatio-temporal data collected at
different spatial scales and temporal frequencies. For
decades, GISs combine spatial data of different res-
olutions. However, grid resolution is usually selected
without any application-specific justification. Creation
of methodological guides to select a suitable grid res-
olution when designing a model to combine heteroge-
neous spatial data sets for a specific application is a
new research problem. At this resolution, the model
should assure that the uncertainty in the results is ac-
ceptable and the processing cost is minimal or reason-
able.

3 Multimedia Participatory Sensing: Participatory
sensing utilizes the eyes and ears of citizens to col-
lect information about a situation. Twitter introduced
micro-blogging that has been widely used as participa-
tory sensing. However, Twitter is too broad and sub-
jective for most emergency applications [4]. Crowd-
sourcing on disaster assistance has been widely studied
and considered useful for tracking the latest status of

emergency situations [11, 12]. For the changing demo-
graphics of the society and now significantly more pow-
erful smartphones, it is possible to create more pow-
erful multimedia participatory sensing approaches us-
ing multiple sensors and other contextual information.
A very interesting and potentially transformative re-
search challenge is to use computer vision and contex-
tual reasoning to capture powerful micro-reports that
will rapidly identify people’s need in given situations
and help them get to resources. Participant sensing is
valuable, but it also raises privacy issues. Some infor-
mation related to a reporter’s context may reveal in-
formation that she may not normally want to divulge,
for example a report from a gay bar may reveal sex-
ual orientation. Due to the time sensitivity of reports,
traditional ways of preserving privacy are unlikely to
work. Solving privacy related issues for emergency sit-
uations are open and challenging problems.

4 Heterogeneous Data Quality: In the real world,
sensors are spatially sparse, preferentially located and
often lack complete measurements in targeted tempo-
ral resolution. Reliance on these measurements not
only restricts the geographical region of situation recog-
nition, but can also result in temporal uncertainty.
There is a great need for spatial and temporal interpo-
lation to increase the availability of these data across
space and time. One of the challenges is to combine
data sources that are at different resolutions. For ex-
ample, one data stream is provided as grid cells, while
other data streams are only available at point loca-
tions. One data stream is available in hours, while
the other data stream is in days. Complex missing
data and misalignment problems offer another research
challenge. The research challenge here is to develop
approaches to allow the effective associations between
data at different spatial and temporal resolutions and
to use them to create dense representations as needed.

5 Situation Recognition based on Historical Data:
Cameras and sensors are deployed at different loca-
tions to continuously monitor target conditions, for
example, traffic flow, air pollution, and temperature.
When such data streams are combined to provide ac-
tionable information, discovering the spatially corre-
lated and frequently evolving patterns is challenging:
First, informative patterns are often flooded by triv-
ial fluctuations. Second, the pattern search space is
extremely large. A pattern can contain an arbitrary
number of sensors, and the matching time intervals
are at different scales. This results in an exponen-
tial pattern search space, calling for novel and efficient
pattern search methods. This data may offer a novel
challenge for current machine learning techniques. Sit-
uation recognition may very well be the next major re-
search challenge for machine learning after recent great
progress in concept recognition in images.

6 Real-time Situation Recognition: During disas-
ters, response time is critical. The computation or
processing time of large volumes of data can take too
much time to be useful. For example, reporting about
flooding risk every hour during a normal day is accept-
able, but during the heavy raining seasons the hourly
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reports of flooding risk areas may not be sufficient. A
real-time visualization can serve as a first step to build
a real-time situation recognition engine. The engine
must have the capability to do real time visual ana-
lytics for evolving disaster situations. Communication
disruption is an important factor in recognizing the
severity of a sudden crisis. Total disruption suggests
an extreme situation. In case of a partial disruption,
the system needs to adjust for sampling bias of the
severity of the situation, using prior knowledge such as
population density, as well as estimate of the severity
from prior situations. The research challenges here are
to develop new architectures for real time processing
of massive volumes of heterogeneous streaming data.

7 Predictive Analytics: Recognition of situations in
real-time is good, but it is much better if the disas-
ter situations are predictable. One example is the use
of multimodal data and multimedia modeling tools to
predict an area that might face future flooding [2].
An accurate prediction of the severity and disastrous
flooding will significantly reduce the damages. The
major problem making prediction difficult is the com-
plexity of disaster behaviors . One interesting ap-
proach is to use high resolution 3D technologies to
simulate and visualize realistic catastrophe behavior.
Spatio-temporal dimensions also have to be considered
in the predictive analytics.

8 Communication Technology: Rapid deployment of
personalized communication systems during emergen-
cies is a primary challenge. When disaster strikes,
whole geographic regions may suffer loss of power, a
high volume of telephone calls, and disruption in road
services and other infrastructure. By relying on mul-
tiple information communication approaches, one may
increase robustness during difficult times. Moreover,
generally power based land connections usually fail
first; wireless connectivity based on batteries is more
reliable. Thus information collection and communica-
tion based on smartphones is likely to be more reliable
than traditional infrastructure. In the case of severe
disruptions in communication infrastructure, peer-to-
peer networks may be useful for exchanging informa-
tion. [22] presented a reliable ad-hoc network, called
CalMesh, to restore the communication fabric at the
site of the crisis. Even in the case of total infrastruc-
ture failure, multimedia data collected by people will
still be the most powerful mechanism for documenting
the situation. Once these data are available for anal-
ysis following the crisis, we will be able to understand
the situation better for future planning.

In addition to physical mediums, trust and focus also
play a very important role. How could one determine
whether information may be trusted? How could one
send information only to relevant people rather than
sending everything to everybody, which results in an
overload of information and which is associated with
the tendency to consider it irrelevant. The challenge
is to develop technology that can be quickly deployed
to create ‘altruistic communities’ in which people can
trust and assist fellow community members and the
right information can be sent to the right person at
the right time.

9 What-If-Scenario Analysis: Decision makers may
not have a clear idea of what is the best action in
an emergency situation. It is common to experiment
and deploy strategies. In many complex situations,
decision makers are provided tools for what-if anal-
ysis. These tools include doing rapid simulations to
evaluate which strategy may work better. Since each
emergency situation may be unique, it is important to
do simulations using the situation under consideration.
As far as we know, this problem remains unaddressed
because until recently neither sufficient data nor com-
putational tools were available. Now all these are avail-
able and hence this may be a research challenge that
may become a very valuable decision analysis and sup-
port tool.

10 Decision Support and Recommendation System:
In order to connect needs and resources, as well as opti-
mize the need matching, the first challenge is to recog-
nize where the citizens actually are and what they are
doing. During disasters, citizens might be guided by
disparate and perhaps inconsistent information sources
and different decision making models. Thus, the loca-
tions and behaviors might be continuously changing.
Tracking the locations and behaviors of citizens are
important for allocating resources to aid them. Using
multimedia data like photos, audio, and signals from
wearable devices to detect activity and emotion [15]
can be critical for personalized responses. The research
challenge here is to develop multimodal recommenda-
tion engines that are not only multi-dimensional but
also sensitive to time and location.

6. MANAGING EMERGENCY SITUATIONS:
A PRELIMINARY SYSTEM

We present our ideas and demonstrate our early attempts
to deal with the issues discussed above. The system de-
scribed below is meant to demonstrate the feasibility and
potential of a multimedia system for managing emergency
situations. This multimedia system is a more holistic ap-
proach for disaster managements. Our idea consists of four
main components. The first three components are developed
and made available as open-source tools for researchers to
use. We expect to continuously improve these early versions
with the help of the multimedia research community. The
last component is an ongoing project.

6.1 EventShop
The fundamental nature of data streams observing real-

world events measured by either physical or human initiated
sensors is almost always associated with time and geospa-
tial meta-data. This commonality between different streams
motivated us to develop an open-source EventShop system
[32] to solve some problems in Research Challenges (1), (2),
(4) and (6).

There are several approaches to modeling spatio-temporal
and thematic data [27, 31, 37]. A spatial grid structure
is natural for representing various geospatial data, where
each cell of the grid stores a value of observations and at-
tributes at the corresponding geo-location, at a given time.
Other structures can be superimposed on this and corre-
sponding attributes could be derived. We adopted the grid
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Figure 3: Flood multimedia micro-reports using Krumbs in-
tents

structure in EventShop, and called it an Emage [29]. Tech-
niques like [5] enable efficient processing of multiple streams.
This generic data model can be used to efficiently and ef-
fectively integrate heterogeneous data coming from spatio-
temporally distributed disparate data streams. Several ap-
plications have used the EventShop framework to recognize
real world situations. For example, hurricane and flood de-
tection, disaster mitigation, demand hot-spots of business
products identification, flu outbreaks, wildfire detection, and
allergy risk estimation and patient recommendations [28,
34].

In its current form, EventShop has:

• A data ingestor to obtain data from disparate sources,
and transform it to the Emage format.

• A set of operators to select, segment, aggregate, char-
acterize, spatially and temporally filter, and cluster
spatio-temporal data streams.

• A query processing engine to process ‘standing queries’[28]
created using stream processing operators.

• Map visualizations of input and output streams.

• A rule based action engine that can execute tasks de-
pending on detected situations.

Overall, EventShop accepts diverse data streams, provides
appropriate mappings to obtain relevant attributes, converts
this data to information events, and then assimilates these
event streams into evolving situations.

6.2 Multimedia Micro-reports
In today’s data-rich environment, a lot of data is read-

ily available from many public sources, proprietary sources,
IoTs, and databases. Increasingly, participatory citizen sens-
ing and crowdsourcing are playing more important roles in
understanding current trends and evolving situations. Non-
people sources are combined with people sources by weight-
ing them according to the situational context.

Citizen contributed data comes in the form of streams
from mobile devices carried by people. In EventShop, per-
sistent location sensor data, air pollution data, and pollen
data were combined with citizen-contributed Twitter data
to study an asthma risk situation. The accuracy of situ-
ation detection depends on the quality of data. However,
micro-blogs from systems like Twitter are very noisy and
subjective [4, 7]. Most applications may benefit from objec-
tive and factual citizen contributed data. Waze is a mobile
app that uses GPS data from its users as micro-reports to es-
timate the real-time road traffic, and provides an actionable
guidance such as the best route.

Figure 4: WISA architecture using EventShop for city plan
decision making

We are exploring multimedia micro-reports [29], com-
pared to micro-blogs, for radical improvement in the qual-
ity of participatory sensing data as in (3) and (8). Initially,
we are using Krumbs from a young company championing
micro-reports; later we will extend our approach to include
other sources also in this paradigm. Krumbs is a platform
for reporting specific situations. Krumbs uses an Intent
Camera that combines contextual reasoning with the intent
of the reporter. This camera also allows people to express
opinions and contribute other information. Krumbs main-
tains the distinction between objective (from sensors), de-
rived (using computational approaches and reasoning), and
subjective information (from a user’s opinion). A report
is represented in media-JSON format. The use of media-
JSON allows linking, search, and analysis using different
existing platforms. An example of multimedia micro-report
for a flood situation using Krumbs SDK is shown in Figure
3. We classify types of multimedia micro-reports into three
categories:

• reporting current flood situation: heavy rain, low/
medium/ high water level, submerged vehicles, flood
risk, crime report.

• requesting needs: medical needs, trapped in the
house, trapped in the car, missing person, missing an-
imal, needs food and water, needs sandbag.

• offering aid and resources: opening shelter, avail-
ability of existing shelter, safe parking spots, serving
meals, distributing supplies.

6.3 Situation Recognition and Prediction
Situation recognition based on the latest observations alone

could be too late for taking appropriate actions for critical
events. Accurate predictions of situations can allow ade-
quate time to take appropriate actions by connecting people
to the resources they need, especially in life threatening sit-
uations. Typically, predictions in specific fields are derived
from numerical models and data. By utilizing large scale
data integration, machine learning models can be used in
conjunction with scientific theory based models to obtain
more accurate predictions and contribute to solving prob-
lems in Research Challenges (5) and (7).

Common methods for a time series prediction are auto-
regressive, moving average, and auto-regressive moving aver-
age models [14]. Multivariate spatio-temporal auto-regressive
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(a) Managing flood situation mo-
bile app

(b) Flood Situation Dashboard

Figure 5: Dashboard for citizens and city planners

models take into account both spatial and temporal correla-
tions but require an estimation of a large number of param-
eters. In order to reduce the number of estimated parame-
ters, models can be developed which consider the spatial and
temporal correlation in neighbors similar to [24]. Models can
also be designed to incorporate spatio-temporal correlation
by using tensor time series [30]. Those models can manifest
hidden and evolving trends in the multidimensional data by
preserving the sensor structure. Deep neural networks have
become the state of the art in audio and vision, and have
extended their applications to more fields. We aim to imple-
ment machine learning models in EventShop with a built-in
ability to cope with STT (Space-Time-Theme) data.

6.4 What-If Scenarios Analysis
In many complex planning tasks, a planner uses his sit-

uational awareness to perform What-If-Scenario Analysis
(WISA) to anticipate changes for deciding the action plan.
The goal of WISA is to consider the current situation and
simulate possible actions to project the results. By consid-
ering many alternative action scenarios, a decision for the
optimal actions for deployment emerges. A very simple ex-
ample of WISA is the use of spreadsheets to decide optimal
actions. In the case of complex systems like the disaster
management, this action planning needs powerful scenario
analysis tools. As far as we know, this has not been tried
thus far in disaster management planning using big data sets
(9) and (10).

To implement such an approach, one needs to run two
versions of EventShop in parallel. One version is the pro-
duction version and the other is for experimenting. At any
given instant the experimental version can copy the situa-
tion outputs from the production version. The experimental
version can then apply proposed inputs to see their effect on
the system by running the system starting with the current

state and using simulated inputs and prediction operators
at a faster speed. This will help in understanding how the
situation evolves if particular decisions were implemented.

Figure 4 presents this architecture. The top part is the
operational EventShop where real-time input data from var-
ious sources are used for situational awareness. The current
state is continuously fed into the WISA EventShop as shown
in the bottom of the figure. The city planners working with
the WISA EventShop explore What-If scenarios by vary-
ing their planning data inputs. The WISA EventShop will
combine both the real-time situation and planning input to
generate a ‘to be’ situation. If this situation satisfies their
goal, the plan will be executed, otherwise new configurations
will be explored.

In summary, the multimedia systems for disaster manage-
ment must deal with some new requirements. Our proposed
framework is related to some of challenges discussed and
accomplishes some essential functionality; specifically, it:

1. Enables effective and efficient citizen reporting and
combines that with other data streams.

2. Predicts evolving situations by combining current sit-
uations with historical data as well as data related to
prior planned actions. This step is essential for disaster
management implementations.

3. Use of What-If scenarios for enabling decisions by plan-
ners and decision makers. This will provide a platform
to help in enabling time-sensitive data based decisions
using different planning and action scenarios.

7. PROOF OF CONCEPT: REAL SCENARIO
We demonstrated, and successfully used, EventShop and

related systems during several disasters [28].
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Managing Flood: Yesterday and Tomorrow
When the second co-author joined University of Califor-
nia, Irvine in 2011, there was a catastrophic event in her
home country. Several major cities, including the capital
city of Thailand, were flooded. During flood situations,
it is very important to understand and enhance the ways
in which the dynamic aspects of emergency affects citizens.
Organizations should make quick plans for evacuations and
provide shelters. She decided to use her knowledge and
the EventShop system to manage this emergency situation.
Within a day, she and her lab-mates began to collect data,
recognize flood situations, and provide actionable informa-
tion to citizens who were in affected areas [28].

To build this flood management application using EventShop,
they first searched for any public data sources related to the
Thai flood from both professional and social media sources.
The former sources included flood affected areas across Thai-
land2, Bangkok risk areas and water barriers, shelters’ loca-
tions and availability3, parking areas, satellite images, and
flood extents. On the other hand, citizens reported their
concern via text messaging and uploaded photos or video
through a variety of social media sources. Since the multi-
media micro-reports component was not yet available at that
time, tweets associated to specific hashtags such as “# ”,
“#ThaiFlood”, and“#Flood”across the center part of Thai-
land were continuously harvested.

After identifying available data sources, several situation
models were created to detect and recognize flood situations.
The flood areas were classified into three categories based
on flood conditions and shelter sufficiency. Then, for those
people who tweeted about flood from the dangerous zones,
the EventShop system automatically sent tweets to them
and directed them to the nearest shelter in the safe areas.
Some of the tweets were being re-tweeted by tweet receivers
showing that they received and possibly found them useful.

This project was conducted five years ago. Several com-
ponents were limited and the multimedia micro-reports did
not exist. Now, advanced technologies may bring many new
opportunities such as visual concepts detection using deep
learning technologies in micro-reports for much better situ-
ation assessment and communication. The following is our
vision for building the next generation multimedia system
for managing flood situations. We design and implement a
mobile app that allows users to report current flood situa-
tions, request help, and provide information about resources’
availability as shown in Figure 3. The users can effortlessly
submit their reports using predefined categories. Figure 5(a)
shows the mobile dashboard with up-to-date information
such as a flood situation forecast, a current situation around
a user, and a personalized actionable recommendation. This
dashboard acts as the first line of communication between
citizens and authorized organizations. To forecast the flood
situation, the water level flood model is created based on
the historical flood events. We use data from water sensors,
precipitation, and satellite images to create the flood model.
Then, we used real-time flood levels detected by EventShop
to adjust the model and improve the accuracy of the flood
prediction model as show in Figure 6.

The first goal is to identify affected areas where people
need help the most. Furthermore, we can use this informa-

2www.thaiflood.com/floodmap
3www.shelters.thaiflood.com

Figure 6: Predicted flood level

tion to find optimal shelter locations during evolving flood
situations. We propose a city planners’ dashboard in Figure
5(b). The multimedia micro-reports from our mobile app are
located on the top left with three tabs that corresponding to
the three categories of reports. All reports are shown in the
list and line chart over time. In the bottom left, data from
authorized resources are represented in the map view. On
the top right, EventShop provides an experimental environ-
ment where analysts can plug in different types of operators
onto any data sources to create a complex situation recogni-
tion model. For example, water physical sensors and flood
situations from multimedia micro-reports are aggregated to
create a finer and more complete water situation. The bot-
tom right is where need-resource matching takes place.

8. CONCLUSION
Effective disaster management can potentially save lots of

lives and resources. However, to build such a system, cur-
rently many technologies such as GIS, sensor networks and
mobile computing are used in different silos. We believe that
multimedia computing can bring them together to create a
unified framework for managing complex emergency situa-
tions. Ten major research challenges in building multimedia
systems for managing emergency situations are addressed
and discussed. We also present one example approach that
has been implemented in our laboratory using EventShop
and multimedia micro-reports. Given enormous progress in
concept and activity recognition using machine learning in
the past few years, we foresee a great opportunity for emer-
gency situation recognition using multimedia technologies.
The time is right and ripe for the multimedia community
to address challenges in managing this important societal
problem.
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